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AN
EMERGENT
ECOSYSTEM
In Early January of 2021, A unique opportunity
occurred. The R3FI token was launched as a
passive yield ecosystem with no team or
developer wallets. The token’s ownership was
renounced and a community-initiative to build a
responsive self-governed and self-sustaining
experimental ecosystem designed to provide a
basic passive income with an extremely low
barrier to entry and incentivized holding built
around the R3FI Community. A dedicated
community team began to develop and formally
organize the decentralized community now known
as Recharge Finance. We seek to found a nonprofit entity that supports and maintains this
community experiment and its charitable giving
initiatives. The goal of this project is to be entirely
decentralized as a community, an organization, a
token, and an ecosystem. At Recharge Finance, we
believe that humans can be incentivized to do
good, and this ecosystem is our ethos in action.

BARRIERS TO
ENTRY
Passive rewards systems exist but typically at a cost that can prevent
wider adoption. The current solutions can often come at a minimum
entry cost, some of the highest rewards are reserved for significant
stakeholders with early access to staking pools and other offerings.
They can sometimes come in the form of master nodes that require
complicated knowledge of a Linux terminal to understand, as well as a
minimum of tokens. This is a significant barrier to entry for the
average user who is likely new to cryptocurrencies and decentralized
finance. The majority of DeFi platforms offering rewards are run by a
few behind the scenes, with little or no voice for the holders, and no
official governance system or DAO. Bad actors can take advantage of
this model of deployment and disappear when they have accumulated
enough profits for themselves, leaving their community of holders
with devastating losses.
In the decentralized finance space, there are complex legal issues.
Many projects rely on the adage of doing your own research regarding
the legality and complexity of the project. Often projects are not
licensed, are not legal entities, and can be used to funnel large
amounts of funds to personal wallets, illegal activities, or unrelated
causes- instead of intended community rewards. They lack the
necessary educational resources to generate wide-scale adoption
despite prolific financial resources.
Governments are not perfect, tight budgets and mismanagement of
funds can put pressing issues in low priority positions. This can
especially be seen when there is business and profits associated with
the problem, corporations have immense budgets to sway influence in
their favor and can often make some issues seem impossible. When
you are outmanned and outgunned you need to use strategy to find an
advantage if you are to prevail. Recharge thinks that blockchain is the
solution necessary to tackle issues such as these in a timely and
efficient manner.
Decision-making in community tokens is a wild and informal space in
many decentralized finance projects. Models vary from community
polls, trusted delegates, and governance protocols such as DAOs.
Governance models vary significantly and come with unexpected
pitfalls.

CREATiVE
SOLUTiONS
By trimming out efficiencies found in traditional banking, and
introducing new DeFi concepts to the table the Recharge Ecosystem
can reward users beyond what any traditional bank account would
possibly offer. By offering high rewards by establishing a community
treasury via donation and reflection taxes we can create an
environment where the project also acts like a holder receiving rewards
constantly like everyone else. However, unlike our individual holders,
the project will act to serve a greater purpose, as well as the
community and fund ventures, voted on through the Recharge DAO.
Recharge takes a 5% fee from every transaction and distributes it to
all holder accounts for every transaction. This feature of the smart
contract allows for effortless rewards just for basic ecosystem
participation. By taking this “tax” out of every transaction Recharge
can create the needed funds to tackle an issue while rewarding
everyone who is taking part in the system. This allows for people to
become more motivated to put their money towards these causes, by
understanding there is a reward offered as compensation for their
contributions. By using human nature that leaves people instinctively
searching for a means to surplus, Recharge can organize funds in a way
where everyone is rewarded, including the cause.
Beyond just passive rewards, Recharge works by building a DeFi
platform with many supporting smart contracts to allow users to earn
the way they want to within a yield farming ecosystem. Recharge aims
for maximum interoperability across networks, giving users access to a
network of offerings to find a strategy that works best for them.
Initially, the project has been bridged between the Ethereum and
Binance Smart Chain, with more networks being constantly added to
the roster. Choice and interoperability are key aspects of the
ecosystem.

RECHARGEABLE
YIELDiNG
NFT

REACTOR
CORE

REFLECTED
INTEREST
LENDiNG

RECHARGE LABS
Recharge labs are where the community ideas enter research and development. Community
proposals can be voted into action if funding is necessary from the DAO. The Labs page is
also a hub for teams looking to bring a feature to light where they can recruit other likeminded individuals to accomplish similar goals and bring new offers to the table.
Recharge is a financial experiment, and the community is encouraged to explore new ideas
and engage in discussion that often leads to innovations. At the core of Recharge is the
community of blockchain enthusiasts that makes good it a reality. This is where Recharge
puts its heads together to solve bigger problems.

RECHARGEABLE
YIELDING NFTS
Recharge adds new value to NFT technology that has
been taking cryptocurrency by storm. Put unique assets
onto the blockchain and have them start serving you
rewards, just like holding!
Inject an NFT with intrinsic value with Recharge NFTs.
These NFTs will be used as a means of raising money for
primate conservation as their starting use case, and
proof of concept. For the first time, charity donors can
recuperate their tokens over time.
This feature will help drive tokens off of the market in a
“soft lock”, which will drive scarcity which is reflected
in the value of the tokens asking price. This serves as a
valuable alternative to burning tokens forever.
Instead of removing circulating tokens from the picture
forever, Recharge decided to give them even more uses
through new offerings!

REACTOR CORE
The Recharge Reactor gives Recharge its pulse,
by offering users 1:1 RCORE tokens for their R3FI
they give the yields of the underlying tokens to
the Reactor to be used to fund rewards in the
ecosystem while retaining ownership of the R3FI
tokens. Recharge is ready to supercharge your
rewards by using the Recharge tokens in the pool
to add new and exciting rewards.
The tokens in the reactor will be used to do things
such as automatically sell off Recharge tokens to
create new LP tokens in the pool, and BNB and
ETH rewards for users. Rewards can be claimed in
other major tokens, giving users extreme
flexibility over their passive rewards with no
restrictions

REFLECTED
INTEREST
LENDING
Recharge brings a new twist to crypto lends offering an
efficient and innovative way to reward both the borrower
and the lender. Holders looking to take a crypto loan, can
offer Recharge tokens as collateral where they will sit
accruing more tokens over the loan period.
The loan will include an interest rate like any other,
except for in this case the balance will be settled with
the collateral given and the extra Recharge tokens that
have been airdropped into the smart contract containing
the initial collateral tokens supplied by the borrower.
This unique system will offer a way for interest to be
minimized when users are interacting with the lending
protocol. This system offers the potential to take a loan
out for a profit if conditions are favorable to the
borrower.
Through DeFi, Recharge can not only bring mutually
beneficial loans but also profitable ones no matter the
side.

NEXT STEPS

Moving into the future, Recharge aims to bring new offerings with attractive rewards to
its users. Through this model of flexible DeFi offerings, the platform can raise money both
for operations and a wide variety of charitable giving to painlessly achieve its objectives.
Recharge believes that this model can serve as a means of solving macro issues as
scattered individuals. Through the constantly evolving world of DeFi, smart contracts can
be brought to life giving even more choices to the users in how they wish to be rewarded.
Maintaining healthy markets on decentralized as well as centralized exchanges is vital to
the growth and success of the project. By bringing Recharge to new places on various
networks, it opens the door to new possibilities for holders to go try new offerings in the
decentralized cryptospace, no matter the network.
Through strategic expansion Recharge can create an interoperable system interlinking
various networks with their own perks to offer. Through the bridge network, tokens will
be able to move around wherever their owners see fit.

TOKENOMICS
The Recharge Ecosystem has tokenomics many may be familiar
with, with added iterations and smart contracts to create a vibrant
world of DeFi options. The token is a cross-chain asset, with
massive expansion plans going forwards into the future to bring the
token to wherever it may interact with new protocols and bring
investors new value.
There are three tokens currently in the Recharge ecosystem with a
total combined count of 5 million in circulation at any time. The
tokens are;
R3FI
bR3FI
pR3FI
The inbuilt fee that takes place every transaction serves as the
engine that drives the rewards found across the platform. The rate
at which people will receive their rewards is directly tied to
volume. The more people trading the token and transferring it, the
higher the rewards will be.
Ethereum is the home of the R3FI token, but you will find it across
multiple platforms, with a list growing into the future. When tokens
move through the bridge, some are captured by the fees to reside
in a rewards pool. These tokens can be used to feed the LP and
create extra rewards for users contributing in valuable ways suchs
as staking for LP.
The bridge also captures tokens for every transaction, just like a
wallet. Unlike any other wallet though, this one is used to fund
community elected proposals such as moving to a new network or
listing on a new exchange. Snapshots will be taken until a further
governance system is established, users tokens will count for a
voting share.
Volume is the key to the project’s success, and to obtain that
volume many different offers across the different platforms will be
established. Smart contracts will be added into the future to ensure
that users are subject to the best opportunities. By continuously
giving users access to the best rewards, Recharge can ensure they
are moving their tokens and providing rewards for everyone.

Recharge is a community as well as a DeFI platform and token. It
consists of crypto enthusiasts and DeFi investors looking to push their
performance to the maximum while incentivizing goodness and
experimental models of community support. Members have already
seen the unique value a token with passive and gasless rewards can
bring, and want to see it mature into something even greater.
Recharge has been diving deep into the vast world of networks, and
different DeFi protocols to find where the tokens’ powerful properties
may be put to use to siphon even more value out of already lucrative
opportunities. The community believes that everyone should have
access to top-tier rewards and not have to run something complicated
like a master node, or expensive staking minimums, zero technical
experience necessary.
The community channels are always open for discussions and
conversations often lead to great ideas. Recharge members are the
backbone of the project and it would not exist without them.
Community members looking to take on larger roles to learn even
more about blockchain projects and how to run them are encouraged
to get involved. Many look at Recharge as an opportunity to take their
crypto to the next level, and Recharge wants to help them get there.
Recharge members come from all around the world and are a diverse
group of people that celebrates their differences. Recharge does not
tolerate any hate or bigotry within the community. The group is allinclusive and anyone can join as long as they remain kind to others.

COMMUNiTY
ETHOS

GOODFI- BUILDING
PARTNERSHIPS
Recharge has teamed with GoodFi to help bring in even
more DeFi adoption. GoodFi is an organization that
consists of many powerhouse projects inside the crypto
space. They made an extremely fitting partner as they
share the same vision as Recharge of a world where
people can take control of their finances anywhere in the
world with no middleman.
GoodFi is a not-for-profit that is streamlining DeFi to
make it as accessible as possible by crypto veterans and
newcomers alike. Together we aim to get 100 million
people to put $1 into DeFi by 2025. We think this is the
inevitable way the world is going, and want to assist it to
get there as fast as possible.
Joining GoodFi also serves as a valuable opportunity to
present Recharge to a new audience, among the likes of
top names in the industry. Recharge is committed to
bringing what it takes to match these giants and bring
even more to the table!
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